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HOW MUCH CLEAVAGE IS SAFE? 
 

Susanna says— 

  

The cleavage is a very touchy subject that makes it seem that everyone will 

fall under lustful dealings if they take a moment to look at a busty chest. Is it 

how big they lay in the shirt? Or is it how they can seem exposed? —Just all 

it takes is a quick pull. Is that what makes a woman sleazy? Or is it the 

manner of presentation that will cause a man or woman to fall into lust-filled 

ways? Where should we say it’s too much? What is the boundary? A 

woman’s body shape will not determine the boundaries of lusting. People will 

lust after what they find will draw them into sexual release. That forward 

motion of seeing, envisioning, then lusting—the enabling comes from various 

manners. It’s not just seeing a woman’s body; also, a man or woman might 

engage in lustful actions based on dealing with levels of demons joined within 

with the lust demon. The demon of lust can lead within the man who leads 

with a godly presentation. Those who love their wives can still deal with 

adverse dealings of the demon of lust. Lust fills the heart and will cause a 

deep craving that cannot be removed by staying sexually active within your 

marriage. It’s based on a spiritual breaking that releases spiritual shifts within 

that give the One True God a way to be Lord and God. That must lead to 

yield full healing in dealing with seeing a body shape. So, what is the limit? 

Where is the chest too revealing? Can it give the full shape? Can it be seen 

without undressing? Is it a clear seeing of the nipple? Where the under part 

of the breast is presented, it gives a shape that will bring a deep temptation. 

You will naturally, as a male or female, be drawn to view the outlined shape. 

It’s a curious way that drives a lot of people to look. Some women are 

obsessed with comparing their breasts to other women. Women compete, 

from hairstyles to the clothing line. There is a longing to look a certain way 

based on the television sector. Yet, what most truly forget when they look at 

the TV avenue and the magazine layouts is that there is tremendous effort 

placed within each product to bring this eye-wonder view that is next to 
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impossible to recreate in your personal space. Will there ever be real women 

and men? This discussion has nothing to do with having surgery to become 

a certain way. This discussion has something to do with being your better 

version of who you are presenting. We should be content with what God 

gives while also taking the option to better what we have but based on 

knowing what we are purposed to become. You may want bigger breasts to 

feel pretty, but having bigger breasts will not make you feel more beautiful. 

It will bring you the needed attention that’s good and bad. Having breast 

surgery is not bad. You must weigh why within your heart and not aim to look 

like a beauty that you admire. What is God saying? Let’s seek Him. 

  

The Great Way says— 

  

I will tell you this plan that will set a great deal truly free. I created a woman 

to give a way to bring a viewing within the man to need to look and admire. 

But with this looking, there is no lusting that should follow. This is freeing to 

a great deal who will notice a pretty person and would quickly return to their 

seeing before the view. Will people see it, that lusting is not a quick glance 

to see who is walking near or moving in the background? From a person’s 

heart will the way be given to take in the next phase, to give into longing in 

sexual ways for that person. I have made it where being married will not 

make you naturally blind. Out of your love for Me and your joining to your 

dear soulmate in marriage should respect be given. I will be the only way to 

discern what is within the person’s full way. I will tell the person if they have 

sinned and if they should turn away. I have dealings within a plan of seeing, 

to show that person that they are veering into a sin-filled way. But there is 

free will. I cannot make a man take in his bride as a beautiful way. I cannot 

make the bride feel as if she is a queen when she chooses her viewing of 

others as her gauge of beauty. Taste and see. Drink Me. It truly is a beautiful 

woman who gives a loving husband her body to cherish in a sexual dealing, 

but there is no sin with being a beauty in the culture by maintaining a certain 

look that draws attention. No lusting is permitted—but honoring the woman 
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as a created being and respecting her in a natural viewing shall be pleasing 

to Yahweh. What limit is clearly safe? It’s the initial top curving of the shape, 

where nothing given underneath the top will clearly take a leading way. I had 

you place a gauge as to what is a good boundary. Share that photo. 

 

 

 

The Great Yahweh continues— 

 

There will be some who will see this as offensive, yet walk down in the halls 

of the local mall and share with Us even greater webs of layers of viewing. 

There is no sinful way given in your photo, even though you wonder if it is 

too revealing. With the woman, body shapes and sizes will not sync. This is 

where it’s really important to learn what God would state in that situation. 

When there is a weakness, do not offer a little viewing that would make that 

weakened person fall and lust. Just as with drinking wine, if there is a person 

gathered who would have offended ways with that engagement, spare the 

temptation to make them fall under pressure by trying to appear stronger, to 

be with you in a unity plan. Be careful; I will not send a woman to the Hell for 

showing too much cleavage. It’s adultery that is weighed, yet it’s a double-

edged problem. The man looks at what is given, yet the woman blames the 

man for staring. Coming under Kingdom order and embracing what God is 
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seeing—it’s the safest plan, but will also learning protocols and guidelines 

for various situations give healing and bring peaceful engagement? Yes. 

 


